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Strong damage or complete loss suffered by the cultural patrimony when subjected to
considerable earthquake ground shaking has been occurring through the history of
humanity. The occurrence of these unexpected and unavoidable events has demonstrated
that ancient masonry towers are one of the most vulnerable structural types to suffer
strong damage or collapse. There are certain relevant aspects determining the seismic
vulnerability of towers in terms of behavior and failure mechanisms that differentiate
these vertical structures from most of compact historical constructions. This is the first
stage of an international scientific research between the University of Braunschweig and
the University of Florence, aimed to develop a methodology to mitigate the seismic risk
of ancient masonry towers located in seismic zones with the use of prestressing devices
of smart materials. Therefore results quite important a deep understanding and
identification of all the most important aspects that determine the seismic vulnerability of
ancient masonry towers in terms of behavior and failure mechanisms. For achieving this,
it is considered the relevant literature, observed damage after real earthquakes and mainly
engineering experience.
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façades with different height than the tower and the lack of connection between elements
due to the poor tensile strength of masonry could generate during an earthquake a
detachment of the different bodies, vibrating independently and hitting between them
generating serious damages.

Figure 3 Position of the tower in the urban context [Sepe et al., 2008]

Curti et al. [2008] observed in 31 Italian bell towers (16 isolated and 15 with one or two
sides shared with the church) damaged by the 1976 Friuli earthquakes (May M6.4 and
September M6.1), that the presence of walls and façades adjacent to any tower at
different heights are horizontal constraints that increase the seismic vulnerability of the
tower by limiting its slenderness and by creating localised stiffening zones that could
cause the concentration of important stresses.

Long term heavy loads
Historical masonry towers were built as most of the historical buildings to withstand
mainly the vertical loading generated by their self weight. The walls thicknesses used to
be determined following empirical rules transmitted from generation to generation by
trial and error depending mainly of its height (in some cases taller than 60 m) and
observed damages after earthquakes. This led to the construction of walls with enormous
thicknesses, in some cases bigger than 2.0 m. The roof system of historical masonry
towers was made commonly of the same material of the walls, even when reduced
thicknesses were considered, the elevated mass of masonry generated problems of
instability that could lead to its collapse even during the construction works. Due to this,
and by architectonic aspects is very frequent to find especially in Italy masonry towers
with a plane roof system integrated by wooden beams and fired-clay bricks. In Germany
the masonry towers have commonly a triangular timber roof covered externally by thin
plates made of metal (copper). By the other hand, in Mexico it was utilized frequently
fired-clay bricks and in some cases to make lighter the roof system it was built with
volcanic stones of low density and placed in some cases into the structural element a
great number of artisanal clay vessels.
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Local site effects and soil-structure interaction



mainly in Mexico City that is located more than 350 km away from the epicenter. This
low frequencies affect mainly slender structures like in the case of historical masonry
towers that their fundamental vibration frequency is into the range of the earthquake
frequency. The high vertical loading of the tower and its flexibility due to its slenderness
generate that the structure presents during an earthquake important top displacements. By
the other hand, high frequencies and low periods like those presented by an earthquake in
hard soil, affect mainly compact buildings.

Figure 5 General view of the leaning tower of Pisa, Italy

Another geotechnical issue that depends on the local site effects and the seismic action
corresponds to liquefaction and instability conditions by soil settlements. This is the case
of the Metropolitan Cathedral of Mexico City that has been presenting since decades
important settlements due to the soft soil conditions. The most famous case presented in
historical masonry towers corresponds to the leaning tower of Pisa, Italy, as shown in
Figure 2.14. It started to incline since its construction in the XII century due to the
irregularities in the soil conditions, being with this quite vulnerable to overturning.

Seismic behavior and failure mechanisms
The excessive slenderness of historical masonry towers (H/L > 4) is characterized by a
ductile behavior, failing in a predominant flexural mode similar to that of cantilever
beams. Due to all these factors and its heavy mass, the lateral vibration at the top of the
tower is considerably more amplified than the one of the base, generating with this
important horizontal top displacements and inertia forces transmitted in-plane and out-of-
plane as a consequence of the earthquake ground shaking. This behavior could cause as
previously mentioned different failure mechanisms generated by flexion, shear, base and
foundation uplifting due to the transmission of elevated vertical loads or poor soil
conditions (see Figure 2). Moreover these poor conditions could generate an
amplification of the ground shaking and an excitation very close to the natural frequency
of the tower, leading to its failure by the resonance effect. Meli [1998] describes that
during an earthquake historical masonry towers present important horizontal top
displacements. The flexion generates horizontal cracks but rarely the overturning of the
structure. This is due to the alternation of the direction of the movement that causes an
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